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Imperialism With Chinese Characteristics?: Reading And ReReading China's 2006 Defense White Paper
Ecological Sustainability
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Robot
Vision and Sensory Controls
The Valuation Handbook – U.S. Guide to Cost of Capital, 2011 Essentials Edition
includes two sets of valuation data: Data previously published in the 2011 Duff &
Phelps Risk Premium Report Data previously published in the Morningstar/Ibbotson
2011 Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (SBBI) Valuation Yearbook The Valuation
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Handbook – 2011 U.S. Essentials Edition includes data through December 31,
2010, and is intended to be used for 2011 valuation dates. The Valuation
Handbook – U.S. Guide to Cost of Capital, Essentials Editions are designed to
function as historical archives of the two sets of valuation data previously
published annually in: The Morningstar/Ibbotson Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation
(SBBI) Valuation Yearbook from 1999 through 2013 The Duff & Phelps Risk
Premium Report from 1999 through 2013 The Duff & Phelps Valuation Handbook –
U.S. Guide to Cost of Capital from 2014 The Valuation Handbook – U.S. Essentials
Editions are ideal for valuation analysts needing "historical" valuation data for use
in: The preparation of carve-out historical financial statements, in cases where
historical goodwill impairment testing is necessary Valuing legal entities as of
vintage date for tax litigation related to a prior corporate restructuring Tax
litigation related to historical transfer pricing policies, etc. The Valuation Handbook
– U.S. Essentials Editions are also designed to serve the needs of: Corporate
finance officers for pricing or evaluating mergers and acquisitions, raising private
or public equity, property taxation, and stakeholder disputes Corporate officers for
the evaluation of investments for capital budgeting decisions Investment bankers
for pricing public offerings, mergers and acquisitions, and private equity financing
CPAs who deal with either valuation for financial reporting or client valuations
issues Judges and attorneys who deal with valuation issues in mergers and
acquisitions, shareholder and partner disputes, damage cases, solvency cases,
bankruptcy reorganizations, property taxes, rate setting, transfer pricing, and
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financial reporting For more information about Duff & Phelps valuation data
resources published by Wiley, please visit www.wiley.com/go/valuationhandbooks.

Nelson Information's Directory of Investment Research
The three parts of this volume - Technical Refinement; Technical Innovation; and
Project Management and Risk Minimisation - reflect the areas of opportunity for
improved cost effective techniques for exploration and production of oil and gas in
the North Sea and worldwide. The book is indispensable for engineers and
scientists interested in the latest advances in technology and resource
management that will reduce costs and continue to enhance the safe exploration
of oil and gas resources. This volume comprises a selection of contributions
presented at the International Conference Subsea International '93, held 28--29
April 1993 in Aberdeen, U.K.

Autonomy
The Value Line Investment Survey
2001-May 2002 Sally Holt.
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International Water Law
The aim of MSCE 2014 is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, and
academicians, as well as industrial professionals, to present their research results
and development activities in mechanism science and control engineering. It
provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and application
experiences, to establish business or research relations and to find global partners
for future collaboration. MSCE2014 is conducted to all the researchers, engineers,
industrial professionals and academicians, who are broadly welcomed to present
their latest research results, academic developments or theory practice. Topics of
interest include but are not limited to Mechanism theory and Application,
Mechanical control and Automation Engineering, Mechanical Dynamics, Materials
Processing and Control, Instruments and Vibration Control. It is of great pleasure to
see the delegates exchanging ideas and establishing sound relationships on the
conference.

Subsea International’ 93
International Conference on Mechanism Science and Control
Engineering (MSCE 2014)
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International Perspectives on Maps and the Internet
Volatile exchange rates and how to manage them are a contentious topic
whenever economic policymakers gather in international meetings. This book
examines the broad parameters of exchange rate policy in light of both highpowered theory and real-world experience. What are the costs and benefits of
flexible versus fixed exchange rates? How much of a role should the exchange rate
play in monetary policy? Why don't volatile exchange rates destabilize inflation and
output? The principal finding of this book is that using monetary policy to fight
exchange rate volatility, including through the adoption of a fixed exchange rate
regime, leads to greater volatility of employment, output, and inflation. In other
words, the "cure" for exchange rate volatility is worse than the disease. This
finding is demonstrated in economic models, in historical case studies, and in
statistical analysis of the data. The book devotes considerable attention to
understanding the reasons why volatile exchange rates do not destabilize inflation
and output. The book concludes that many countries would benefit from allowing
greater flexibility of their exchange rates in order to target monetary policy at
stabilization of their domestic economies. Few, if any, countries would benefit from
a move in the opposite direction.
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The Influence of the Hague Conference on Private International
Law:Selected Essays to Celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the
Hague Conference on Private International Law
Wireless Local Loop Newsletter
The three parts of this volume - Technical Refinement; Technical Innovation; and
Project Management and Risk Minimisation - reflect the areas of opportunity for
improved cost effective techniques for exploration and production of oil and gas in
the North Sea and worldwide. The book is indispensable for engineers and
scientists interested in the latest advances in technology and resource
management that will reduce costs and continue to enhance the safe exploration
of oil and gas resources. This volume comprises a selection of contributions
presented at the International Conference Subsea International '93, held 28--29
April 1993 in Aberdeen, U.K.

Proceedings, International Conference on Software
Maintenance
Engaging and thorough, MARKETING, 12th Edition shows students how marketing
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principles affect their day-to-day lives, as well as their significant influence on
business decisions. Core topics include the social marketing phenomenon,
entrepreneurship, C.R.M., global perspectives, and ethics, as well as in-depth
discussions on key tools of the trade, such as metrics and the marketing plan.
Intriguing coverage of newsworthy events clarifies the readings for students and
gets them thinking about their own decisions in the consumer marketplace. Loaded
with helpful learning features like detailed appendices, cases, vignettes, boxed
features, and videos, MARKETING, 12th Edition gives students countless
opportunities to develop and apply critical thinking skills while acquiring the
marketing knowledge essential in the business world. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Private Security and Identity Politics
Cost of Capital
European Yearbook of Minority Issues
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Mergent Complete Corporate Index
The Internet has redefined how maps are used. No longer restricted to paper,
maps are now transmitted almost instantly and delivered to the user in a fraction
of the time required to distribute maps on paper. They are viewed in a more timely
fashion. The Internet presents the map user with both a faster method of map
distribution and different forms of mapping. This book provides an international
perspective on this growing area of information dissemination.

LexisNexis Corporate Affiliations
This book addresses the increasing demand for a logical understanding of how
framework agreement should be used and implemented.

Netherlands International Law Review
Methods and Applications for Advancing Distance Education
Technologies: International Issues and Solutions
Complex systems is a new field of science studying how parts of a system give rise
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to the collective behaviors of the system, and how the system interacts with its
environment. This book examines the complex systems involved in environmental
sustainability, and examines the technologies involved to help mitigate human
impacts, such as renewable energy, desalination, carbon capture, recycling, etc. It
considers the relationships and balance between environmental engineering and
science, economics, and human activity, with regard to sustainability.

Valuation Handbook - U.S. Guide to Cost of Capital
Many have questioned the wisdom of the international intervention in Afghanistan
in light of the escalation of violence and instability in the country in the past few
years. Particularly uncertain are Canadians, who have been inundated with media
coverage of an increasingly dirty war in southern Afghanistan, one in which
Canadians are at the frontline and suffering heavy casualties. However, the conflict
is only one aspect of Afghanistan’s complicated, and incomplete, political,
economic, and security transition. In Afghanistan: Transition under Threat, leading
Afghanistan scholars and practitioners paint a full picture of the situation in
Afghanistan and the impact of international and particularly Canadian assistance.
They review the achievements of the reconstruction process and outline future
challenges, focusing on key issues like the narcotics trade, the
Pakistan—Afghanistan bilateral relationship, the Taliban-led insurgency, and
continuing endemic poverty. This collection provides new insight into the nature
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and state of Afghanistan’s post-conflict transition and illustrates the consequences
of failure. Co-published with the Centre for International Governance Innovation

Who Owns Whom
Marketing
Mergent's Industry Review
International Joint Ventures in East Asia
This book examines the self-representation and identity politics of Private Military
and Security Companies (PMSCs). PMSCs have become increasingly important over
the past few decades. While their boom is frequently explained in functional terms,
such as their cost-efficiency and effectiveness, this book offers an alternative
explanation based on an analysis of the online self-presentations of forty-two USand UK-based companies. PMSCs are shaping how they are perceived and
establishing themselves as acceptable and legitimate security actors by
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eclectically appropriating identities more commonly associated with the military,
businesses and humanitarian actors. Depending on their audience and clients’
needs, they can be professional hero warriors, or promise turn-key security
solutions based on their exceptional expertise, or, in a similar way to
humanitarians, reassure those in need of relief and try to make the world a better
place. Rather than being merely public relations, the self-referential assertions of
PMSCs are political. Not only do they contribute to a normalization of private
security and reinforce an already ongoing blurring of lines between the public and
private sectors, they also change what we deem to be ‘security’ and a ‘security
actor’. This book will be of much interest to students of private military companies,
critical security studies, military studies, security studies and IR.

Indigenous Peoples, Postcolonialism, and International Law
This book uses empirical evidence from various case studies to examine the
relationship between territorial and regional autonomy, the nation-state and ethnic
conflict resolution in South and South-East Asia. The concept of territorial or
regional autonomy holds centre stage in the literature on ethnic conflict settlement
because it is supposed to be able to reconcile two paradoxical objectives: the
preservation of the territorial integrity and sovereignty of the state, and the
satisfaction of ethnic minorities’ right to national self-determination. Critics argue,
however, that autonomy may not be the panacea for ethnic conflict in all cases.
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The contributing authors begin with the concept of territorial or regional autonomy
and subject it to a rigorous empirical analysis, which provides reliable evidence
regarding the suitability of the autonomy solution to intractable ethnic conflicts.
Drawing upon case studies from Kashmir, Assam, Sri Lanka, Aceh, Mindanao and
Southern Thailand, this edited volume argues that autonomy arrangements may at
best work to resolve only a handful of separatist ethnic conflicts in South and SouthEast Asia. This book will be of much interest to students of South and South-East
Asia, Asian security, ethnic conflict, peace studies and IR in general.

International Challenge of Climate
Provides communication technologies, intelligent technologies, and quality
educational pedagogy for advancing distance education for both teaching and
learning.

Subsea International’ 93
Directory of Chemical Producers
From Chechnya to Bosnia, from the Kurds to the Palestinians, demands for
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separatism are fueling bitter and bloody conflicts. Yet, as this innovative study
demonstrates, disputes between central governments and independence-minded
minorities need not always escalate into violence and secession. Autonomy, by
virtue of its essential adaptability, can offer a workable and peaceful
compromise.Ruth Lapidoth first dissects the concept of autonomy, exploring its
origins, examining the roles it can play, and distinguishing among its types. With
scrupulous objectivity, she then presents more than a dozen richly documented
case studies of autonomy in action. Drawn from four continents and detailing
failures as well as successes, these studies underline autonomy s variety and
versatility. Lapidoth s pragmatic approach and impeccable scholarship frame the
issues and lay out the factors likely to foster successful outcomes."

The 14th IEEE 2003 International Symposium on Personal,
Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications
PRINT FORMAT ONLY NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCTOVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly reduced list price Mike Metcalf's discussion paper,
Imperialism with Chinese Characteristics, argues that China's 2006 Defense White
Paper not only explains the importance of China's continuing military buildup but
also lays the theoretical foundation of a new defense policy that seems to amount
to nothing less than imperialism.
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Flexible Exchange Rates for a Stable World Economy
Rapid development in East Asia and the growing importance of the role of
international joint ventures there has caused a need for more research on the
region. International Joint Ventures in East Asia provides a state-of-the-art review
of research on international joint ventures (IJVs) in East Asia, advances
understanding of this geographical region, and points out the future areas of
research on IJVs in this area. This latest research, conducted by business school
professors in North America, Europe, and the Pacific Asia Region, presents readers
with an innovative, multicultural perspective and assists the joint venture manager
in planning, negotiating, and running joint ventures in East Asia. Authors in
International Joint Ventures in East Asia presented their findings at the Second
Conference on Joint Ventures in East Asia, held in Bangkok, Thailand. These
researchers present findings of interst to business professionals and educators
including: the development of international corporate strategic alliances entry
mode choice a typology, which uses two dimensions to identify four types of IJVs
and four patterns of IJV development, as a conceptual framework for analysis and
appraisal of IJVs in developing countries IJVs in China, with an emphasis on the
central theme of cross-cultural communication, management, and understanding
an integrative framework for strategic human resource management in IJVs
technology transferability of IJVs in China International Joint Ventures in East Asia is
invaluable reading for businesses, academic researchers of international business,
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business strategists with an emphasis on the Pacific Rim Region, business
managers in charge of Pacific Rim operations, business managers in joint ventures
in East Asia, and academic professors and researchers of international business.

The Shifting Allocation of Authority in International Law
The Committee's report examines the issue of how to tackle climate change in an
international context, in light of the fact that the UK will hold both the presidency
of the EU and the chair of the G8 this year. Topics discussed include: the impact of
global warming and emissions forecasts; the EU emissions trading system; the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto
Protocol; options for a post 2012 framework; and UK government objectives for
2005.

Water without Borders?
This is a reprint of the first issue of the NETHERLANDS INTERNATIONAL LAW
REVIEW , volume 40, to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the Hague Conference
and the 40th Anniversary of the NETHERLANDS INTERNATIONAL LAW REVIEW .
From the contents: Some Recent Important Trends in Canadian Private
International Law. The Influence of the Hague Conventions on Private International
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Law in France. The Influence of the Hague Conventions on the Development of
Swedish Family Conflicts Law. The Hague Child Abduction Convention - the
Common Law Response. Contributors are: Th.M. de Boer J.-G. Castel, Q.C. H.
Gaudemet-Tallon Maarit Jareborg David McClean Rui Manuel Moura Ramos Alfred
E. von Overbeck Michael Pryles, Fernand Schockweiler and Kurt Siehr.

Autonomy and Ethnic Conflict in South and South-East Asia
Control Solutions
The Law and Economics of Framework Agreements
Analyses the work of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) in developing the
status of indigenous peoples in international law. Focussing on the creation and
implementation of the two legally binding international instruments in the area,
this book traces the political processes in the struggle of indigenous peoples for
legal recognition.

Integration of AI and OR Techniques in Constraint
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Programming
Since 1909, the waters along the Canada-US border have been governed in
accordance with the Boundary Water Treaty, but much has changed in the last 100
years. This engaging volume brings together experts from both sides of the border
to examine the changing relationship between Canada and the US with respect to
shared waters, as well as the implications of these changes for geopolitics and the
environment. Water without Borders? is a timely publication given the increased
attention to shared water issues, and particularly because 2013 is the United
Nations International Year of Water Cooperation. Water without Borders? is
designed to help readers develop a balanced understanding of the most pressing
shared water issues between Canada and the United States. The contributors
explore possible frictions between governance institutions and contemporary
management issues, illustrated through analyses of five specific transboundary
water “flashpoints.” The volume offers both a historical survey of transboundary
governance mechanisms and a forward-looking assessment of new models of
governance that will allow us to manage water wisely in the future.

Afghanistan
International law is fragmented and complex, and at the same time increasingly
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capable of shaping reality in areas as diverse as human rights, trade and
investment, and environmental law. The increased influences of international law
and its growing institutionalization and judicialization invites reconsideration of the
question how should the authority to make and interpret international law be
allocated among states, international organizations and tribunals, or in other
words, "who should decide what" in a system that formally lacks a central
authority? This is not only a juridical question, but one that lies at the very heart of
the political legitimacy of international law as a system of governance, defining the
relationship between those who create the law and those who are governed by it in
a globalizing world. In this book, leading international legal scholars address a
broad range of theoretical and practical aspects of the question of allocation of
authority in international law and debate the feasibility of three alternative
paradigms for international organization: Sovereignty, Supremacy and Subsidiarity.
The various contributions transcend technical solutions to what is in essence a
problem of international constitutional dimensions. They deal, inter alia, with the
structure of the international legal system and the tenacity of sovereignty as one
of its foundations, assess the role of supremacy in inter-judicial relations, and draw
lessons from the experience of the European Union in applying the principle of
subsidiarity. This volume will be of great interest to scholars and practitioners of
international law alike.

International Journal of Production Economics
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This book constitutes the proceedings of the International Conference on the
Integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Operations Research (OR) Techniques
in Constraint Programming, CPAIOR 2014, held in Cork, Ireland, in May 2014. The
33 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 70
submissions. The papers focus on constraint programming and global constraints;
scheduling modelling; encodings and SAT logistics; MIP; CSP and complexity;
parallelism and search; and data mining and machine learning.

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark
Office
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